
Dear Reader,  

 Enjoy  this free selection from my  dangerously  
powerful new  grimoire,  Necromantic Sorcery: The 
Forbidden Rites of Death Magick,  available November 
20th at BecomeALivingGod.com/NecromanticSorcery.

 Beware that necromancy  is the blackest  magick. 
Its simplistic definition is the act of contacting the dead. 
But in it’s darkest and most exalted form, it’s the art  of 
physically  summoning the gods and demons of death 
through human sacrifice.

 At the height of my  necromantic pathworking, I 
suffered intense periods of schizophrenia, memory  loss, 
and time distortion. An entire week full of intricate ritual 
work would pass, and I’d have no recollection. And worse 
yet, on several occasions I awoke naked and demented in 
an active local cemetery, covered in bloody  sigils, 
encircled by ritual relics.

 The Gods of Death are deadly serious. They’re 
going to influence your  real life in  ways for which you 
cannot prepare. But it’s worth it.  Ultimately  a mastery  of 
necromancy brings a mastery of life and death itself.

 If necromancy  and it’s mad quest for immortality  
and Godhood excites you,  then be ready  to secure your 
copy  on November  20th at: BecomeALivingGod.com/
NecromanticSorcery. There are only  372  grimoires, all 
hardbound in black pigskin leather or black velvet.

Eternally,

Author’s Note
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Triangle of Necromancy



Introduction:
My Initiation

 
fter  the completion of this book, I look back at  all 
I have learned within my  time digging into the 
Abyss. Sure, I had realizations in my  own life.  I 
have helped and destroyed many  in my  path of 
understanding. I do not feel guilt or regret, 

simply  acknowledgement from  the spirits.  This moment 
my  life is guided toward better understanding  of myself; 
as the self is the True Universe. 
 I find myself reflecting back to my  beginning of my  
ascension. I was so determined to understand everything. 
A fire burned within my  soul. Often the flames overcame 
everyone and everything around me. I sacrificed 
everything for the sake of grander knowledge. 
 After all, we only live this very existence once.
 Don’t we? 

 There wasn’t a  book on the occult I didn’t read. I 
studied every  grimoire I could grab. At first it was a form 
of rebellion against the antagonizing  church, but the 
power of it swallowed my fascination. 
 Before long, imagination and fantasy  become 
reality. I swam against the stronger currents, always 
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challenging my  inner-self. At the time I couldn't care 
about results or consequences; it was about the rush. I 
knew my  rituals would bring results, of that I needed no 
persuasion. 
 In time I grew  in strength. I united in allegiance 
with the friends I knew. 
 We studied evocation together,  and for some 
reason I was always to lead the rest, steering toward 
demonic contact. 
 The experiences were minor at first,  but they  
became intense over time and persistent practice. 

 This was the beginning formation of my  first 
esoteric order, The Ordo Templi Noctis, abbreviated as 
the OTN. 
 We banded into groups and diligently  studied 
magick. I was instructed to contact  an  ancient entity 
existing in the Astral Plane to help us establish our order. 
 I discovered one who particularly  intrigued me. He 
lies on the bridge of the Astral and Mental Planes. 
 Though his nature is calm  and filled with peace he 
was quite enthusiastic in  aiding the establishment of the 
Ordo Templi Noctis.
 His exact  words were, “You all seek the true 
purpose. I shall assist you in your cause. So will others.” 
With the blink of an eye, I returned to my  bedroom 
sweating as if I performed extreme cardio exercises, and 
so the OTN was born.
 
 It  was through this order that I searched for the 
Ordo Ascensum  Aetyrnalis, The Order  of Eternal Ascent, 
a magickal order  created and maintained by  E.A. 
Koetting,  occult author, spiritual mentor, and "Grand 
Emissary of the Eighteen Flames."  
 When I applied I was originally  turned away, with  
no reason given other than that I didn't fit the criteria.
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  I was confused.   I felt  like I had met all of the 
requirements for membership.  More than that, though, 
something was pulling me towards the O.A.A., towards 
the teachings of Koetting.
 I replied to my  rejection, demanding a better  
explanation  as to why  I wasn't accepted.  If I needed to 
work on certain  things, I could do that.  If I needed to 
develop certain  skills, I would.   I insisted on knowing 
what those were. 
 The person acting as the Outer  Representative of 
the Ordo Ascensum Aetyrnalis forwarded my  emails to 
E.A. Koetting  personally, and in  short time, he contacted 
me.  While initially  he was kind enough to give me a few 
suggestions, referring me to different resources, he soon 
admitted that he was impressed not by  the knowledge 
that I had, or even the power that I had,  but  by  the 
questions that I would ask, and the observations that I 
would make.
 After several email exchanges,  he asked if he could 
call me on the phone.  I agreed, and we ended up 
speaking for nearly  two hours.  He revealed several things 
to me in that  conversation, and guided me through some 
internal meditations, imaginative operations, and arcane 
visualizations, all of which triggered something in me 
that I can only  think to call a "thunderbolt."  It was as if 
Koetting had flipped a switch that brought to life 
everything I had hoped to achieve.
 Before that  conversation was finished, he gave me 
some exercises,  some disciplines to engage in, and asked 
me to report back to him  when they  were done, and he 
would give me some more.
 Within months, he started calling me his 
"apprentice."  Within a  year, he had initiated me into 
Haitian Vodoun, Congo-Zandor  Sorcery, as well as 
various more western magickal currents.  After  two years 
of mentoring under Koetting, he released me of the 
Apprentice Pact, I had mastered everything he could 
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teach me through  that relationship, and that my  next 
stage had to be completed without his guidance.

 What I could not  ignore was a persisting itch  
within the cracks of my conscious mind. 
 Is it I who jumps into the pit willingly? 
 Did I slip from falling into sin? 
 Or, perhaps the greater  question: was my  true 
destiny to stand against my own fate? 
 I faced circumstances and was given opportunities 
that others were not. I was guided toward evolution, and 
I still press forward. 
 How am  I to know  whether I have chosen this fate 
or was it chosen for me? 
 At times when I evoke entities, I find myself being  
called. It is they who have summoned me or I them? 
 Within time I found myself experiencing a new 
form of magickal ascension: The Calling. This is where 
the magician becomes so known among the Astral they 
begin to reach out to him  or her.  I felt my  inner serpents 
become a beacon attracting other  spirits both for  ascent 
and destruction of my own being. 
 
 I found myself wanting more. 
 The Life and Death sides of the Tree were not 
enough. I wanted to know  the Tree’s entirety.  I was able 
to travel up Malkuth to Kether through Da’ath and back 
to the start, but I knew this was not the end. I was 
lacking. Lacking perhaps the strongest  parts of the Great 
Tree, His Roots. 
 It  is within the Roots the secrets of Life, Death  and 
Rebirth  are given to the Dark Traveler. I needed access. 
Where was this entrance? I had no connections to the 
other side. My  Spiritual Intelligence told me I needed to 
have a  door or  connection to gain access into the hidden 
gates, but I had no door. 
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 I didn’t want some simple entity  to grant me 
access. The true experience of death having an  impact on 
me so hard it  demanded my  attention, was what I 
wanted. Something so devastating I couldn’t ignore 
death’s cold hand. By  this time I was completely  obsessed 
with  my  Occult practices. There wasn’t  anything I 
wouldn’t give up, or was there?  

 It  wasn’t  long after  my  complete focus shifted from 
western occultism to general necromancy, I received a 
phone call from  my  mother. From the start of the 
conversation I knew something was wrong, for  my 
mother and I have never had a positive relationship. 
 Nervously, I said, “Hello.” 
 “Baby is that you?” 
 “Yeah, mom. It’s me. You  okay? Do you need 
money?"  That was the only  reason I could imagine her 
calling me.
 “No, sweetheart," her voice cracked.  "Daddy  just 
died. He died in the morning. I’m so sorry baby.” 
 My  vision blurred and my  mental capacity  broke, 
along with everything in the house. 
 I threw  everything in sight. Swinging  wildly,  I 
broke my right hand. 
 Much of that day and the funeral is a blank. 

 My  father and I had an  intense relationship.  He 
was more of my  mentor  than a father, allowing me to 
make my  own decisions. Often it caused me to face my 
consequences alone without  him in my  corner. At  the 
time he was my  only  attachment I had to this physical 
world.
 To lose that connection was beyond bearable. It 
was devastating. Perhaps what was most unbearable was 
I knew of his illness. I was too caught up in bringing 
power to myself and expanded a  foundation of a 
kingdom, I forgot the one who was the closest to the last 
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section of my  beating heart. To know you have the power 
to save a loved one but decide personal agenda is far 
more important is enough  to make the strongest black 
magician quake. 

 This is the final tie the magician will have to this 
world,  and any  others gained after  this moment  are 
simply  attachments, who are expendable. However, that 
final moment of the magician’s spiritual heart stopping is 
never  a pretty  sight. A  flight of emotions both rational 
and irrational collaborate into one being. His energy 
crashes like a hurricane over a  small island. My  fall was 
not  elegant in the least. I sought for  a  tie strong enough to 
drag me to its end, and sure enough it came. 
 During my  father’s funeral,  I kept calm. Some 
were daring enough to even call me cold. 
 It  was the moment  I returned home and my  wife 
took the children to see their grandmother, it happened. 
 I broke, snapped and fell to the ground. I sobbed 
for what felt like an eternity. “How  could I let this 
happen?” I said to myself. 
 I had the power, but never  once thought of helping  
him. 
 My emotions exploded. 
 I screamed and yelled. 
 I demanded to know why  this occurred. How dare 
this transgression occur in a universe I created. 
 The Black Magician’s Mentality burned within me. 
 The more I recalled the stronger the black flame 
that surrounded my aura grew. 
 I screamed, “No! I will say  when he can go. How 
dare death come to me and expect  me to allow  it  to prey 
on my family, My Virgil!?” 

 Though I didn’t know much on Reanimation of the 
human soul,  I was determined to find my  father  and say 
my  farewells. If I couldn’t bring him back, I would at least 
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get to say  goodbye the way  I intended and also prove 
death can be concurred solely  by  the Black Magician 
without assistance. 
 With  tears running down my  face and snot 
dripping from my nose, I ran to my bedroom. 
 I grabbed an old white shirt my  father gave to me 
with his scent within the stitching of the fabric. 
 I flew down the hallway  steps and headed for  the 
basement which housed my ritual area.
 I gathered all the necessary  implements need to 
bring the form  of my  father  into existence: Abramelin Oil, 
Acacia Flower, sulfur, graveyard dirt,  incense, a 
belonging and hair  of the deceased and the final most 
important  ingredient the deceased blood. Not having his 
direct  blood I used a combination of his bodily  ashes and 
my own blood. 
 I took chalk and traced out the protective 
Solomon’s Circle to the last  detail. I drew out the triangle 
next. I wanted to make sure I was as protected as 
possible. My  experience up to this point was on  demons, 
angels and intelligences, but never the dead. 
 I was foolish,  foolish  to think the dead would act as 
other intelligences do. I was arrogant.  It  wasn’t  my  will to 
contact  them, but their  will  who called me. My  pride, who 
I though gave me power, became my  downfall. My  soul 
was burning with anger and desire. Desire to overcome 
death with life; those who were awaiting on the other side 
of the door  eagerly  awaited the ritual. I was unprepared 
and imbalanced. My focus was completely lost. 
 I faced west were the triangle laid. I lit the incense, 
which was a combination of the oils, flowers, frank 
incense and myrrh, ripped cloth of the shirt, ashes of his 
body  and blood sliced from  my  left hand.  The smoke 
began to rise and I forced myself down into a low 
meditation. I raised my  hands above my  head to form  a 
triangle. 
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 With blood rushing down my  arms,  my  muscles 
starting to tingle like a million little pinpricks, I chanted: 
“Father. Earthly  father I call you.  Come to me now. I pull 
you from  your new state back to me. Form  your 
manifestation within the triangle. Come now  I demand 
thee.” 
 The three black candles that were are the corners 
of the triangle exploded, the melted wax dripping over 
the corners of the chalk outlines. 
 Still I called and pleaded. The stench of death  
filled the air.  Cold winds blew, making the temperature 
drop quickly. 
 Howling filled the stiffness that blew across the 
ritual area. 
 From  nowhere, there was a flash of light, like a  
microscopic sun had just gone supernova  in front of my 
face.
 I lost my vision for a few moments. 
 Once I regained focus, I peered into the triangle. 
There lied the image of my  late father,  but he was 
different. I recognized some of his features, but there was 
an eerier period of age placed upon his face, like he was 
dead for centuries even though only weeks passed. 
 Astral chains rose from  the cursed ground and 
formed where the triangle’s points were, each latching 
onto the summoned spirit of my father. 
 With his wrists and neck bound, his eyes turned 
toward me. I attempted to keep myself within the 
necessary  god state, struggling to maintain the detached 
rapture, but failed. 
 I was overjoyed to see him  again, even in  such a  
state.
 I couldn’t help but wanting to leap from the circle 
into his arms, but before I could he screamed in  pain, 
“Let me go. Send me away. I do not belong here. Please.” 
 I was confused. Did my  father not recognize his 
own son? 
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 I pleaded with the spirit,  “Father,  it’s me, Dante. I 
wanted to say  goodbye to you properly,  but I never had 
the chance.”
 His look of confusion and pain told me everything  
I needed to know. 
 This was a fight I was going to lose. 
 Yes, in part  this was my  father, but the part  I 
sought had already  moved on and I didn’t possess the 
power to access that layer of reality. 
 I realized, even in life I was in the palm  of death’s 
grip. 
 My  attention slipped, and I learned my  second 
lesson when dealing with the dead, when you are 
dominating your power over them. 

 The winds shifted again. The chains that held him 
in capture shattered. 
 My  ghostly  father stood on his feet  and his 
expression transformed from pain to pleasure. 
 It had me. 
 The spirit had read not only  my  personal thoughts, 
but  it was also a part of the very  person that  I was 
attempting to summon.  It  was both my  father, and at the 
same time something else entirely.
 “You think your father  cared for you? Do you 
honestly  believe you are worthy  of looking into Death’s 
Window? You’re weak.  Death in inevitable. Soon you will 
join your  father’s miserable existence. Pain. So much 
Pain.”
 Even through my  joy  and my  sorrow and my  
swirling emotions, I recognized that this was the 
hallmark of an intelligence, a  spirit, a foul demon, 
attempting to gain control of an evocation or ritual. 
 I must  admit this was perhaps one of the hardest 
experiences I had to endure. Here lied the shade of what 
my  father once was. His appearance was the same. His 
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aura matched; even his memories were accurate, but I 
knew better. 
 I returned to the rapture and allowed the spirit of 
my higher-self take control. 
 I stood and spoke, “Father,  I’m  sorry. I’m sorry  I 
couldn’t bring you back to see me once again.” 
 I lifted my  face to stare into the being’s eyes, and I 
recited the exorcism  given to me by  the inspiration  of the 
moment, which is later mentioned in this book.
 
 I left the ritual with many  questions and few 
concrete answers.  But I was developing some very 
interesting theories. 
 In the end we all have different questions about 
the dead and how they  operate but we arrive to the same 
answers. 
 How can I, who have stood in the presence of 
countless dead, say  I even remotely  understand the grand 
picture? 
 I cannot, but what I can suggest is that you rival in  
your personal power. Push past any  of your personal 
limitations.
 Do not take this information as truth,  as canon 
scripture, but apply  the applications given to me by  the 
Spirits who guide; who demand. 
 Once your  reality  has been peeled off your  skinless 
corpse, you may just get a glimpse of the truth: 
 The dead do not walk amongst us,  but rather, we 
walk amongst the dead.
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Dante Abiel’s...

Necromantic Sorcery:
The Forbidden Rites of Death Magick

In this terrifyingly powerful new grimoire, you’ll learn:

• Rituals for evoking the Gods of Death

• How to eternally bind and feed souls

• Secrets of crafting ritual relics from a human 
corpse

• How to open the Gates of Damnation through 
animal sacrifice, vampirism, and cannibalism

• Infernal rites of possession by the Damned 
Souls

• Ancient methods of Afrikan divination

• Vodoun practices of soul reincarnation, body 
reanimation, and physical immortality

• The ultimate invocation of Death Essence

• Classic method of performing human sacrifice 
for the highest initiation

• And that's JUST the fucking start...

Strictly limited to only 372 copies. Two hardbound 
editions in either black pigskin leather, or black velvet. Be 
the FIRST to secure the Most Evil Necromantic Grimoire 
ever penned by a human sorcerer on November 20th, at:
BecomeALivingGod.com/NecromanticSorcery
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